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In the rapid urbanization process, through data comparison and analysis, 

the old Beijing Hutong (traditional alley) as a kind of urban heritage is gra

-dually disappearing. People living in this space often need to relocate to 

solve problems. But city life is different from Hutong life. Many people are 

refusing to move. This is where the contradiction lies. Sky Alley form a br

-and-new high-rise residential model by integrating residential buildings, 

alley spaces, self-operated shops and aerial greening.alley spaces, self-operated shops and aerial greening.
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The project site is located in Dongcheng District, Beijing, which is located 

in the east of Beijing’s cental city. Doncheng Distcit is the most concentra

-ted area of cultural relics and monuments in Beijing. There are 16 nation

-al level cultural protection units, 60 municipal cultural relics protection un

-its, 18.5 Beijing historical district. And the film also has 17 traditional stre

-ets under its jurisdicion 
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Rapid urbanization and 

excessive population 

have caused Beijing’s old 

Hutongs to be constantly 

replaced by high-rise 

buildings and collective 

housing, and the city’s 

cultural venues have also cultural venues have also 

been destroyed to a 

certain extent. The design 

of "Sky Alley" is 

dedicated to solving the 

contradiction between the 

increasing number of 

migrants and the inability migrants and the inability 

of the collective housing 

space to satisfy the 

original lifestyle of such 

people. "Sky Alley" 

integrates the traditional 

Hutong space into 

high-rise buildings by high-rise buildings by 

reinterpreting the vertical 

traffic, making the vertical 

traffic space of high-rise 

buildings be a within 

roaming, communicating, 

self-operated shops, 

time-honored shops, time-honored shops, 

leisure and streets 

atmosphere space.

This is an attempt at a 

new type of aerial 

community.


